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Caregiving in MND


Caregiving in MND: can be
rewarding but demanding role



Increased risk of psychological
distress i.e. depression/ anxiety for
carers



Increased risk of experiencing
distress
lower QoL



Risk of distress particularly
associated with changes in
thinking and behaviour

This Study


RCT looking at two group-based
interventions for informal caregivers of
people with MND



Two in-person groups delivered prior to
lockdown



Then moved online



One mindfulness-based and the other a
cognitive behavioural intervention

Recruitment in person 03/19 to 03/20
Online from 03/20 to 01/21
225 informed/ contacted

This Study

Many expressed interest, but lack time
Consented: 71
Attended programme: 33
No sig impact on distress before/ after

Interviews: groups, early leavers, non-attenders

Thematic analysis


6 group interviews



8 one-to-one



Attenders, early leavers



Expressed interest but didn’t attend



13 hours



70 pages of codes and themes



Cycle of generating themes, back to
transcripts, back to themes again



3 final thematic areas

1. Experience of MND

2. Experience of Groups
3. Caregiver Experience

Waves of Loss:

Experience
of MND

“it’s a
bereavement..
alive”

Accessing
Supports:

The Learning
Curve:

“You need to
hit the ground
running”

“There’s no
Argos
catalogue”

The Harder
Edges:

Legal and
financial issues

The Dance:
Resisting and
accepting

Waves of Loss



“I can’t believe this person has got this, you wake up
in the morning and you can’t believe that it’s
happening” BAIRBRE



“it can be devastating without a doubt you know,
you can get angry….if its someone who is intrinsic to
your life you know. It’s like I suppose like a double
whammy, it’s like you getting a diagnosis as well
isn’t it…How are they going to cope without this
person as well you know, is a component.” JOHN

Accessing Supports


“the few times that we’ve had the nurses here, they’re fantastically
trained…you sort of know because of how they are and how you
feel afterwards” SARAH



“And I sent a video to [MND nurse] and I was like listen, what am I
going to do….And she rang me straight away, as soon as she got
it and she said, he needs the NIPPY machine….So I’m telling you
[MND nurse] is your woman” EDITH



“it’s not like you know, you think of the health system oh here we
go we are asking this and it won’t come for six months, with the
IMNDA you ring and they sort it for you quick. They are brilliant.”
FRANK

The Learning Curve


“There was a whole box ticking exercise of all the stuff,
like coming down on me like a ton of bricks, all these
jobs…there’s no catalogue of what I’m entitled to have
so I have to ask for everything.” JIMMY



“you are in such a, you don’t know what you are doing a
lot of the time. if there was some kind of booklet that
you could use as your mini-Bible” ALEX



“Oh yeah, you know if you want to know something
about, you think you need to know it right away and
basically to get ahead you know, you don’t want to be
chasing it you know.” LIAM

The Harder Edges



“the care giver does not want to burden their partner,
because money is insignificant in all of this. In
context of what you are dealing with. But it’s a
factor, and it’s a factor as the years go by” FRANK



“An absolute minefield when you get into it, you
know, wills and legal issues and stuff like that, but
again me personally it was not something that I had
thought about or wanted to think about. But it sort of
made me realise that, it needs to be done” CATHAL

The Dance: Resisting and Accepting



“…but you cannot say to him let’s change that
chair. Because that’s another you know
increment, you know you are saying you are
acknowledging the advancement of the
condition. You don’t want to do that to him,
he doesn’t want to do it to himself.” ANGELA



“But he wanted to drive and he didn’t want to
give up the car but I didn’t really fight it but I
didn’t really say anything about it. It’s kind of
you let it come to his own understanding.”
TRÍONA

Experience
of Groups

Connecting:
“I’m not alone
in this.”

Learning from
the course,
learning from
each other.

Adjust the
Settings:
“Make it MNDspecific.”

Precious Time:
“I can’t take on
any more.”

Flexible
Structure:
“More breakout rooms.”

Connecting
“I know this sounds crazy it doesn’t matter how many people you
have around you and helping you but you still feel isolated. I think
what I needed or what I got from the groups I just wanted other
people that were in the same boat as me”
MARY
“like everyone was kinda similar in their role and it was kinda nice,
cause it felt like I was kinda the only person, like when I first came to
the group, I thought, like, I’m not a really caregiver” CAOIMHE
“The people, the people were the important part of it, I looked
forward to that” SARAH

Precious Time



“I went actually to the time of doing it I was
absolutely astonished at the amount of time I had to
commit that now nearly threw me into a wobbly the
week before.” MARY



“but I just, I just can’t commit to going. I can do two
hours here, I just can’t, because it’s just not there.”
FRANK

Learning from the course,
learning from each other
“your different tools for your mindful breathing and all that, it can be
helpful and all that to take away the awful thoughts that you have
sometimes” BAIRBRE
“hearing how other people were managing and the things they are facing
and how they are dealing with it..I found very beneficial” CIAN

“you keep going, you keep going and going. And then when you stop to
do something like that it makes you register actually how snookered you
are. So I took away that it’s really important to set time aside for myself.
Even ten minutes a day” EDITH

Adjust the Settings


“when you said two hours like I nearly freaked I thought…I can't sit down
there for two hours what is going to happen to [patient].” MARY



“it wasn’t their fault because of the Motor Neurone Disease.” CATHY (on
behaviour change topic)



“But maybe there’ll be a sort of like an opt in or next week we’re going to
talk about this so you can decide yourself” SARAH (on end of life care)



“I think if it was just tweaked a bit that it was more specific to MND I think
it would be fantastic” CIAN

Flexible Structure
“like getting a Butler’s chocolate, you’d always want
another one…do you know”. SARAH (on breakout
room time)
“I think once you open the discussion with such a
profound condition, people probably do need, a little
bit more…a forum to probably express their emotions,
you know” JOHN
“I liked that they did get us through an agenda and that
that agenda for me was important to go through.” ALEX

Caregiver
Experience

Isolation:
“My reality is
different.”

Where We Are
Now:
“I can’t fix this.”

Manageable
chunks:
Wanting to
both know and
not know.

Guilt and MND:

Needing to stay Well:

“It never feels
like enough.”

“What if I get sick?”

Isolation


“I think a group would be really beneficial because
at times you can feel isolated and you have 101
things going through your mind and you are you
know very anxious” FRANK



“I think people are probably crying out for a support
group that’s not there…Go to the team every three
months and that’s the end of it. And you are
struggling days and days sometimes and you kind
of have no support.” JOANNE



“You’d feel less isolated I think as a carer, you
know. It’s inclined to be a bit of a lonely spot at
times.” RICHARD

Manageable Chunks


“I did feel that it was worthwhile. But I think that the
baggage I was bringing out of it was probably heavier than
I needed to at the time for where I was in terms of the
journey you know.” ROSE (didn’t complete group)



“they need to get all those phone numbers and all those
contacts but the trouble with that is when you are first
diagnosed you don’t want to know these things.” MARY



“people at the certain stages are together, rather than a
mix because it can scare people you know what's coming
but you don’t necessarily want to know what's coming yet.”
CIARA

Needing to Stay Well
“You have to think what would happen, what is the plan
if something happens to me. Now not to be over
dramatic and say if I had a heart attack and died
but….if I am out of action, you know what do we do.”
SARAH

“You know counselling and looking after yourself is
good advice at any stage…look after yourself and
continue in some way you know to pursue your own life
as much as you can but you know that’s not always
possible. It’s just not possible.” JOHN

Guilt and MND



“you ..would feel guilty if you want to eat
something…trying to hide in another room.. it’s just
the guilt, and the sadness” BAIRBRE



“I felt a bit of a fraud being here because I felt
that it’s much easier for me because my partner’s
condition is going slowly” ALEX



“If your care partner is irritable or annoyed with
you it’s not him, it’s not him, it’s the disease. Just
remember that. It this awful MND disease, it’s just
a cruel, cruel disease.” ANNIE

Where We Are Now


“But the reality is you know that we’ve got to live day to day…if
you were to focus in on [patients] demise or, you know, you
wouldn’t be able to live.” JOHN



“…we’ve been able to see our daughter graduate, our son
graduated last week. We’ll see this grandchild. All of those things
and you’re very aware that they are gifts.” SARAH



“it never goes away, so to talk about it, it certainly helps and the
course helped me do that” CATHAL



“the only way I suppose you deal with it is do your best every
day and that becomes the mantra.” FRANK

Reflections
Meaningful for many participants…but most acutely distressed
carers too busy to join group?
Level of distress/ response to loss/ adjustment process perhaps
intrinsic part of carer experience?
May not get big pre-post changes given nature of condition?
Recruitment/ continuity issues not unlike other studies.
Need for shorter input delivered at different time points? Drop-in
model?

Peer support, sharing stories, information, skills and wellbeing
focus?

Where to From Here


Important information on what’s needed,
what works/ doesn’t work in terms of
caregiver group support.



Liaise with IMNDA and new Senior Clinical
Psychologist on team; planning to work with
caregivers.



Write up findings and back to Beaumont!



Thanks to Caroline, to the research team,
the IMNDA, the group facilitators and most
importantly the caregivers!!
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